Proofpoint Solution Bundles

Solve Your Most Pressing Cybersecurity Concerns

To stop today’s advanced attacks, you need to focus on protecting your people. At Proofpoint, we provide a unique people-centric approach to cybersecurity. It starts with understanding your Very Attacked People (VAPs) and assessing the risk they pose to your organization. Our solution bundles provide you with holistic solutions that address the modern threat landscape, extend your resources, and progress with you as you elevate your security strategy.

P1 Solution Bundle: Advanced Email Security

Start to protect your organization from the No. 1 threat vector: email. Resolve your email threats across the entire attack chain, from detection to response. Gain visibility into who is being attacked, how they are being attacked, whether they click on or report phishing, and whether they are compromised. Stop email attacks (including malware and non-malware) in their tracks, train your end users to be more resilient against threats they receive, and automate remediation. And augment your threat protection with a robust security awareness training program that includes phishing simulation, comprehensive training, and automated abuse mailbox management.

**P1 INCLUDES:**
- Email Protection
- Targeted Attack Protection (TAP)
- Threat Response Auto-Pull (TRAP)
- Security Awareness Training: Enterprise
- Basic Email Encryption (TLS)
- Basic Email DLP (RegEx)

P1+ Solution Bundle: Stop BEC

Expand your threat protection to stop impostor email attacks, such as business email compromise (BEC). These include inbound attacks that target your users and outbound attacks, sent as “you,” to target your customers and business partners. These BEC attacks can use several identity deception tactics. Implementing DMARC authentication and combining it with your email gateway provides you with a multilayered security approach that works to stop impostor email attacks. Our integrated BEC solution addresses all threat tactics, provides you with visibility across your email ecosystem, and gives you controls to stop these attacks before they reach the inbox.

**P1+ INCLUDES P1 AND:**
- Email Fraud Defense (EFD)
P2 Solution Bundle: Stop BEC + EAC
Investigate and respond to signs of email account compromise (EAC). This includes malicious internal emails sent from compromised accounts. And get real-time visibility into which accounts are compromised, who is being attacked, and what threats are being sent across your organization. Automate your response actions, including the removal of malicious emails, password reset, account suspension and more. And prevent successful attacks in personal webmail and risky websites in corporate email.

P2 INCLUDES P1+ AND:
• Internal Mail Defense (IMD)
• Cloud Account Defense (CAD)
• Email Isolation
• Email Encryption
• Email DLP

P2+ Solution Bundle: Protect Cloud Apps
Protect your people and defend your data as you work with Microsoft Office 365, Google G Suite and other cloud applications. Adding our CASB solution to your people-centric security strategy gives you a centralized view of your cloud environment.

And it provides you with a defense against cloud threats and compromised accounts, visibility into risky third-party cloud apps, and security for the valuable data your people create and access.

P2+ INCLUDES P2 AND:
• Cloud App Security Broker (CASB)

P3 Solution Bundle: Full People-Centric Security
Build a strategic security program to cover your entire human attack surface, as well as your broader ecosystem. This includes protection of your domains, social media accounts, executives, and locations, along with other technology infrastructure in your environment and access across the web. Protect your VAPs through integrated, isolative and adaptive controls. And get customized threat research that’s specific to your organization from a dedicated threat analyst.

P3 INCLUDES P2+ AND:
• Browser Isolation
• Threat Response
• Digital Risk Protection
• Premium Threat Information Service (PTIS)
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ABOUT PROOFPOINT
Proofpoint, Inc. (NASDAQ: PFPT) is a leading cybersecurity company that protects organizations’ greatest assets and biggest risks: their people. With an integrated suite of cloud-based solutions, Proofpoint helps companies around the world stop targeted threats, safeguard their data, and make their users more resilient against cyber attacks. Leading organizations of all sizes, including more than half of the Fortune 1000, rely on Proofpoint for people-centric security and compliance solutions that mitigate their most critical risks across email, the cloud, social media, and the web. More information is available at www.proofpoint.com.
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For more information, visit proofpoint.com.